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ABSTRACT
Biometrics in the Hotel Industry: Issues that Impact Custom ers’ Acceptance
by
Jungsun Kim
Dr. Pearl Brewer, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor o f Hotel Administration 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Loss from identity theft and related fraud is growing each year. Accordingly, 
customers are more open to new methods o f identification verification. Biometrics, such 
as fingerprint identification, are good examples o f innovative methods to increase not 
only convenience but also data security and physical security for hotel customers. 
However, there are concerns about customer behaviors toward this new technology. This 
study presented current uses o f biometrics with special reference to fingerprint 
technology, addressed customer behaviors toward new technology, and identified factors 
that impact customer behaviors toward biometrics. Self-administrated questionnaires 
were provided using the interactive TV survey system o f a major Las Vegas hotel. The 
study found (1) significant linear relationships between the four examined variables 
(convenience, physical security, data security, and personal privacy) and the dependent 
variable (acceptance level) and (2) significantly different responses based on the 
participants’ gender and type o f  hotel they usually stay in.
Ill
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
In America identity theft and related fraud was reported in the region o f US$52.6 
billion in 2005, and this amount is expected to grow each year (Javelin & Better Business 
Bureau, 2005). According to the 2004 Identity Management Survey (Electronic Data 
System, 2005) consumers want identification methods to be just as secure as they are 
convenient; and consumers are now more open to alternative identification verification 
methods. The survey also gauged consum ers’ interest toward innovative methods o f 
identification verification, such as biometrics. Biometrics is the automated use of 
physiological or behavior characteristics, such as fingerprint, to determine or verify 
identity (Nanavati, Thieme, & Nanavati, 2002). According to the survey results, more 
than 69 percent were open to the idea o f using biometrics for identity management. Only 
12 percent rejected the use o f biometrics, while 19 percent were unsure (Electronic Data 
System Corporation, 2005).
This survey addressed the issue that hotel customers who both reveal important 
personal information and demand high level o f security should clearly value this new 
technology. Hospitality experts also predict that biometrics will play an important role in 
the future due to reduced cost o f the technology and increased consumer acceptance 
(Rinehart, 2000). Along with the increased demands, revenues from the sales o f
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biometrics have grown to $1.2 billion in 2004 and are expected to grow to $4.6 billion by 
2008 (International Biometric Group, 2005). In spite o f these positive estimations, there 
are also critical issues to be considered from hotel custom ers’ point o f view, such as 
privacy. Because hotel customers are the end-users o f biometrics, hotel managers, 
biometric manufacturers and vendors need to understand the reasons o f customers’ 
acceptance or rejection o f biometrics.
This study will present an overview o f biometrics and a fingerprint biometric 
door-lock, address possible reasons o f acceptance and rejection o f  biometrics, and 
identify causes that impact the customers’ acceptance level o f  biometric technologies. 
The results will assist hotel managers to decide whether or not to deploy biometrics, to 
deploy in a proper target market based on the different demographical factors, or to 
manipulate existing biometric applications to maximize the acceptance level. Since 
biometrics is a new technology for the hotel industry, no research has empirically or 
conceptually examined hotel customers’ behavior toward biometrics. By suggesting both 
possible applications and critical issues o f biometrics applications in the hotel industry, 
this paper is intended to motivate researchers to extend their studies o f biometrics related 
to the hotel industry.
Definition o f  Terms
The following terms are defined as they are used in this research study. 
Biometrics: Biometrics (ancient Greek: bios ="life", metron ^"m easure") is the study o f 
automated methods for uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more intrinsic 
physical or behavioral traits. Examples o f physical characteristics include fingerprints.
Reproduced witti permission of ttie copyrigfit owner. Furtfier reproduction profiibited witfiout permission.
eye retinas and irises, facial patterns and hand measurements, while examples o f mostly 
behavioral characteristics include signature, gait and typing patterns (Wikimedia 
Foundation, 2003).
Digital Template: In a biometric system, the obtained information about physical and 
behavioral characteristics o f a user is processed by a numerical algorithm. The algorithm 
then creates a digital representation o f the obtained biometric: this representation refers to 
the digital template o f  the biometric (W ikimedia Foundation, 2003).
Fingerprint identification: Fingerprinting, method o f identification using the impression 
made by the minute ridge formations or patterns found on the fingertips (Microsoft 
Encarta Online Encyclopedia, 2005).
Convenience: A convenience is a luxury that is intended to save a consumer time or 
frustration (W ikimedia Foundation, 2003). A biometrics door lock is designed to provide 
speed o f service and personal comfort by not carrying, using or losing a key.
Physical security: A biometric door lock is designed to prevent or deter attackers from 
accessing a facility, resource, or information stored in a hotel (Wikimedia Foundation, 
2003).
Concerns of data privacy: There are concerns whether personal information taken 
through biometric methods can be misused, tampered with, or sold, e.g. by criminals 
stealing, rearranging or copying the biometric data. Also, the data obtained using 
biometrics can be used in unauthorized ways without the individual's consent (W ikimedia 
Foundation, 2003).
Concerns of physical harm : Some believe this technology can cause physical harm to an 
individual using the methods, or that instruments used are unsanitary. For example, there
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
are concerns that retina scanners might not always be clean (Wikimedia Foundation, 
2003).
Customer behavior (Consumer behavior): This is the study o f how people buy, what they 
buy, when they buy and why they buy. It attempts to understand the buyer decision 
making process, both individually and in groups (W ikimedia Foundation, 2003). 
Acceptance: The toleration o f something without protest (Microsoft Encarta Online 
Encyclopedia, 2005); the act o f accepting with approval or favorable reception (Lexico 
Publishing Croup, 2006).
Cenerational cohort: It has been defined as the aggregation o f individual who experience 
the same event within the same time interval. The followings are each cohort and its 
characteristics (Wikimedia Foundation, 2003):
(a) Post-war cohort (bom from 1928 to 1945, age o f 61- 78 in 2006): conformity, 
conservatism, traditional family values,
(b) Baby Boomer cohort #1 (bom from 1946 to 1954, age o f 52- 60 in 2006): 
experimental, individualism, free spirited, social cause oriented,
(c) Baby Boomer cohort #2 (bom from 1955 to 1964, age o f 42-51 in 2006); less 
optimistic, distmst o f  govemment, general cynicism,
(d) Ceneration X cohort (bom from 1965 to 1976, age o f 30- 41 in 2006): quest 
for emotional security, independent, informality, entrepreneurial,
(e) N Ceneration cohort also called Ceneration Y (bom from 1977 to 2007, age o f 
under 29 in 2006): quest for physical security and safety, patriotism, heightened 
fear, acceptance o f change.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW  
Introduction
The objective o f  this literature review is to better understand the concepts 
underlying biometrics and customers’ behavior toward both general new technology and 
biometrics. The literature review is separated to two different sections. The first section 
describes what biometrics are, why it is important in the hotel industry, and what issues 
are related to this application. It gives an overall understanding about biometric 
application, especially a fingerprint door lock. The second section describes factors that 
customers consider while accepting new technology and factors that may affect 
customers’ acceptance level of biometrics.
Biometrics 
Overview o f  Biometric Technology 
Most security systems rely on passwords or personal identification numbers to 
ensure validation o f an authorized user. There is a common vulnerability associated with 
these non-biometric techniques; verification can be lost, stolen, duplicated or guessed. 
Whenever biometric technology is used, the basic concept o f verification remains the 
same; a personal characteristic, such as fingerprints, is measured and evaluated.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Comparisons against stored mathematical algorithms are perfonned automatically using 
high-speed specialty software. There are different types o f  biometrics depending on 
which characteristic is measured; physical characteristics such fingerprint, face, iris, and 
hand geometry; and personal traits such as voiceprint. Each technique has advantages and 
disadvantages (See Appendix 1). For example, proponents have never had trouble 
explaining the benefits o f  fingerprints since each person has a unique set, and validity has 
been established in the legal system as an authoritative means o f proving identification 
(Kasavana, 2005). Thus, deployers need to understand them to make an optimum 
decision for a specific business application (Riley & Kleist, 2005).
People are usually hesitant about using biometrics because o f privacy concerns 
about storing their fingerprints somewhere. Understanding the way biometric 
technologies work and the process o f biometric matching will be helpful for users and 
deployers to understand them as a friend to both security and privacy. The key fact in the 
process is that biometric systems store and compare biometric templates, not biometric 
data. Templates are proprietary to each vendors and each technology; and this is 
beneficial from a privacy perspective. Biometric data such as a fingerprint also cannot be 
reconstructed from biometric templates. Templates are not merely compressions of 
biometric data, but extractions o f  distinctive features. These features are not adequate to 
reconstruct the full biometric image or data. One o f the most interesting facts is that 
unique templates are generated every time a user presents biometric data. Two 
immediately successive placements o f a finger on a biometric device generate entirely 
different templates. These templates, when processed by a vendor’s algorithm, are 
recognizable as being from the same person, but are not identical. This is due to minute
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changes in positioning, distance, pressure, and various others factors that affect biometric 
presentation (Chirillo & Blaul 2003; Nanavati, Thieme, & Nanavati, 2002).
Biometric Fingerprint Door Locks
The most commonly used biometric technology is finger-sc an technology: 48% of 
total biometric technologies. With a high level o f accuracy, easy-to-use devices, and 
flexible deployment in a range o f  environments, fingerprint technology is deployed in a 
broad range o f physical access and logical access applications. In the service industry, 
ATMs in hotels, electronic lockers in amusement parks, physical access control in 
airports, and payment systems in school cafeterias, restaurants, or supermarkets are 
examples o f current applications (International Biometric Group, 2004; Nanavati et al., 
20ŒQ.
Fingerprints are a distinctive feature and remain invariant over the lifetime o f a 
subject. The general steps to use fingerprint systems include fingerprint acquisition, 
image processing, location o f distinctive characteristics, template creation, and template 
matching. In the first step, a user places a finger on the platen o f  a device. For example, 
user’s fingerprints are obtained with a scanner using an optical sensor. During imaging 
processing, the acquired image is converted to a usable format, gray pixels to white and 
black ridges. In the location o f characteristic process, fingerprint ridges and valleys are 
characterized by discontinuities and irregularities known as minutiae -  these are the 
distinctive features on which most finger scan technologies are based. In the template 
creation process, vendors utilize proprietary algorithms to map fingerprint minutiae. In 
other words, the fingerprint data is encrypted and stored in a secure way. During template 
matching, these templates cannot be manually read as anything resembling a fingerprint.
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Instead, vendor algorithms are required to process templates and to determine the 
similarity between the template o f a person and the real fingerprint o f the user (Nanavati 
et al., 2002; Ratha, Connell, &Bolle, 2001).
Biometric fingerprint door-lock systems are already deployed at properties in 
Europe, such as at Hotel Palafitte near Lausanne, Switzerland. This technology is known 
to benefit customers with increased convenience, physical security in a hotel, and security 
• of customer data (Pease, 2003). At the same time, this system will benefit hotel 
management in various modes o f  implementation. One possible procedure is that hotels 
scan each guest’s fingerprint at the front desk and transfer the data directly to the guest 
door. Hotels would save money related to keycard purchases, which is about 10 to 15 
cents per card, and labor costs tied to card dispending and tracking (Whitford, 1999).
A second scenario involves the use o f both biometrics and current technology.
The front desk would encode each guest’s fingerprint on a keycard or smartcard. The 
keycard would be used in conjunction with a door scanner that provides a real-time finger 
read and confirms a match with the fingerprint encoded on the room key. This would 
result in an extra measure o f security, and would save processing time and memory 
because the scanner would not have to search through all the fingerprints on file. This 
technique also would provide hotel management with marketing and operational 
opportunities by increasing the accuracy o f the customer database (Whitford, 1999).
Conflicting Views o f  Biometrics
Positive view o f  biometrics.
The major positive view o f biometric applications is supported by the decreased 
costs to implement the technologies. According to several lock manufactures and a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
biometric consulting firm, biometrics-based systems are about one-third the cost they 
were just 10 years ago, and technological advances and demand growth should further 
curtail costs (International Biometric Group, 2004; Whitford, 1999,).
Another basis for positive opinion is an increased acceptance level o f end-users.
A survey regarding identity management (Electronic Data System, 2005) proved that 
more customers are open to biometrics for identity management. As a real case. Nine 
Zero hotel, which first implemented a biometric iris door-lock system in the U.S., 
reported that once customers used the system, they were not only enthusiastic about the 
technology but also surprised with the ease o f use (Feder, 2004; Grogan 2005).
Furthermore, experts predicted an increase in demand for biometric technology, 
which is relevant to expectancy o f  future travelers. According to IBM Business 
Consulting Services (Erdly & Kesterson-Townes, 2003), the travelers o f 2010 will be 
demanding, better informed, more global, more discerning, and more varied in their 
desires than travelers o f  today. M any will expect to check into a customized room 
without having to speak to anyone at the hotel. The IBM business consultants pointed out 
that advances and innovations in the areas o f biometric technologies will allow travel 
companies to make affordable capital improvements necessary to deliver personalized 
experience to a mass audience. In addition, the consultants expected that national and 
international travel identity cards, with real-time biometric information, will become 
standard. These travel cards will make possible a seamless and secure end-to-end travel 
experience. Hotels w ill incorporate the biometric travel cards with their own security 
practices for both guests and employees. A scholar also predicted that biometrics will 
play a major role in authenticating a user’s identity for room access in 2010 (Kasavana,
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2005). In sum, consultants, vendors, and scholars from industry and academic fields have 
positively predicted the potential future application o f biometrics.
Negative view o f  biometrics.
In contrast to the aforementioned positive viewpoints o f biometrics, there are 
negative viewpoints to biometrics deployment in the hotel industry. Tom DeW inter 
(personal communication, September 8, 2005), a manager o f business development in LG 
Electronic, mentioned that hotel management is very risk adverse, cost sensitive and 
protective in terms o f  biometric deployment. Very often he has asked and received candid 
opinion from security integrators and decision makers regarding biometrics. However, he 
found out that they had never actually used the technology; but their perception o f the 
technology comes from Hollywood movies, such as the Minority Report. In addition, 
Curtis Jones, a network specialist in Saflok -  another door-locks vendor in the hospitality 
industry -  believed that customers do not regard biometric door-locks as a requirement in 
a hotel. The Saflok makes and advertises a biometric door-lock; however, the product 
itself was not in the market place.
On the other hand, Riise Walker, a marketing supervisor in VingCard Elsafe, 
pointed out that the customers’ acceptance level in U.S. hotel market is lower than that in 
European market (Personal communication, November 13, 2005). Furthermore, Joseph 
Kim, a consultant with the International Biometric Group mentioned that all customer- 
oriented biometric applications are emerging; however, whether they are accepted or not 
depends on how customers feel about it (Bergstein, 2004). These concerns address the 
issue that certain customers may have a negative reaction to biometrics, which may lead 
hotel management to hesitate accepting the technology. For example, Caesars Palace, one
10
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o f the largest hotels on the Las Vegas Strip, announced that it would use the opening of 
its newest tower in August 2005, to roll out new technologies, including biometric keys. 
The company believed the move to fingerprint biometrics would increase convenience 
for customers who need not worry about lost keys (Sturgeon, 2005).
However, the hotel canceled the deployment o f  biometric door-locks. Tom 
Stanley, Harr ah’s Entertainment chief information officer, explained the reasons: First, 
casino customers have a natural aversion to giving their fingerprint. Second, most o f the 
systems include several steps that customers have to go through. Customers may not like 
this process, which may create concerns o f a Big Brother scenario. Analysts also 
predicted that visitors in Las Vegas might be reluctant to give their fingerprints because 
they are gamblers, who tend to prefer anonymous activity, and travelers, who may not 
want to be known as checking into hotels (Miller, 2005).
Customer Behaviors towards New Technology 
Factors that Affect Custom ers’ Acceptance o f  New Technology 
A  growing number o f customers interact with new technology in a hotel. 
Prevalent examples of new technology in the hotel industry have been generated from 
self-service technologies (SSTs), which include automatic teller machines (ATMs), 
automated hotel check-out, and services over the Internet, etc. Theses technological 
innovations will continue to be a key criterion for long-term business success. However, 
operators should understand how interaction with new technological options will affect 
customer behavior.
1 1
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A study (M euter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000) has found sources of 
satisfactory and dissatisfactory evaluation when customers use SSTs. In many o f the 
satisfying incidents (68%), satisfaction with the SST was driven by improvements or 
additional benefits. The benefits include ease o f use, avoidance o f service personnel, 
saved time, save money, and overall convenience. For instance, customers expect to 
receive benefits, such as saved time and improved security while using a newly 
introduced technology, such as a biometric door lock.
The study (Meuter, et al., 2000) suggested that the largest group o f dissatisfying 
encounters involved technical failure (43%) due to the technology not working as 
intended. For example, a biometric door lock may not open when an authorized customer 
place his finger on the reader in the correct manner. Several incidents (36%) dealt with 
problems involving the design o f the service experience: In this case, the SST was 
functioning as designed, but the technology performed in such a way that the user was 
unhappy with the encounter. For instance, a customer expects to save time while opening 
a door using his/her finger instead o f a keycard. I f  the biometric system is unstable and 
takes more time to verify the customer than he/she expects, the user will prefer to use a 
traditional system
The other category is process failure (17%) where the SST functioned as designed, 
but there was a breakdown or failure in the process after the customer-technology 
interaction occurred. This issue can be related to the privacy issue in biometric 
application. If  a hotel fails to develop the process in which custom ers’ biometric data can 
be kept in a secure way, customers will be dissatisfied and unlikely to use the system in 
the future. Another study (Meuter, Ostrom, Bitner, & Roundtree, 2003) o f 14 kinds of
12
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SSTs discovered that the perceived benefits from SSTs include convenience, ease o f use, 
and time savings, enjoyment, and higher quality o f service. Similarly, Dabholkar (1996) 
developed the model for five attributes o f  service delivery which are important to 
potential customers o f technology-based self-service options: speed o f  delivery, ease of 
use, reliability, enjoyment, and control.
The previous study (M euter et al., 2003) also measured the demographic variables 
and their influence on usage o f SST options. Income was not significant while education 
and gender offer conflicting results depending on the purpose o f SSTs. For example, 
males showed greater usage o f  the travel/business and Internet SST while women showed 
greater usage o f  daily use and limited use o f SSTs. In general, research supported that 
people who adopt new technologies tend to be younger, male, and more educated and 
have a greater income than those who do not adopt it (Danko & MacLachlan, 1983;
Dari an 1987; Gatignon & Robertson, 1991; Greco & Fields, 1992; Sim & Koi, 2002; 
Zeithaml & Gilly, 1987).
In addition, previous research found the special needs o f the business travelers 
since they were considered as the most knowledgeable o f all other type o f customers. The 
business travelers have demonstrated specific preferences, such as convenient location, 
clean and secure rooms, and specific technology amenities (Abbey, 1989; Howell, Moreo, 
& DeMicco, 1993; McCleary, Weaver, & Lan, 1994). These results clearly show that 
demographic factors (age, gender, educational level, purpose o f trip, and type o f  hotel) 
will have an effect on the acceptance o f biometric technology as well.
13
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Customer Behavior toward Biometrics 
Possible Reasons fo r  Accepting Biometrics
Convenience.
When hotels moved to magnetic-strip cards and electronic door-lock systems, 
many failed to incorporate one o f the key benefits o f many o f their hard-key mechanical 
lock counterparts: the imprinted room number. The decision not to imprint a room 
number actually was a security upgrade. If  a guest misplaces his card or has it stolen from 
his personal belongings, someone could easily locate and enter his room.
However, omitting the room number was a tradeoff: security gained, convenience 
lost. Many systems, such as Secure Lox, have built-in protection that causes key 
components in the magnetic-strip card to melt or become inoperable if  a keycard is tried 
in the wrong door three times. Forgetting a keycard or room number is a problem that 
many guests face today. With a biometrics-based system, guest convenience can be 
maximized (Creative Vision Electronics, 2004; Whitford, 1999). In other words, the 
customer does not need to waste time searching for missing keys or going to the front 
desk for a replacement. Hotel chains also can maximize the biometric check-in system. If 
a customer flew from Las Vegas to Paris, he could avoid checking-in at the hotel and go 
directly to his room because his fingerprint template would have been sent over the hotel 
chain’s intranet, according to a network specialist in Saflok (Curtis Jones, personal 
communication, November 13, 2005).
The previous research based on new self service technologies (SSTs) showed that 
speed o f delivery and ease o f use (effort and complexity) are important attributes for 
potential customers (Dabholkar, 1996; M euter et al., 2003). Similarly, if  customers
14
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expect that a service will be delivered speedily and conveniently by using a biometric 
door lock system, they will be more likely to use this system.
• HI : Increased convenience acquired from biom etrics will increase the customers’ 
acceptance level.
Physical security.
Hotel properties are filled with various people, including those who do not stay at 
the hotel and do not have secure identification. However, those individual may still have 
access to areas near a custom er’s room as well as other facilities o f the hotel. These open 
access issues brought to light the need to increase the physical security level o f the hotel. 
High-end hotels are especially concerned about keeping their customers safe from 
security threats, such as terrorists and other criminals. In this case, a biometric door lock 
can provide customers with added security since it allows only selected customers to 
access their rooms or other facilities o f the property, and it helps to establish a detailed 
record o f access (Creative Vision Electronics, 2004).
Most hotels currently use a magnetic-strip card key to increase the security level; 
however, the security benefit o f not imprinting the room  number on the card can be 
undermined by customers who choose to carry around a note reminding them of their 
room number (Whitford, 1999). To resolve such problem s, some hotels are turning to 
biometric door lock systems. As an example. Nine Zero, a luxury hotel in downtown 
Boston, installed locks incorporating advanced iris recognition technology in an effort to 
make its guests and its employees feel extra-secure. According to Jim Horsman, general 
manager o f the Destination Hotels & Resorts property, the biometric system is a superb 
answer to security concerns and a superior tool in creating a safer environment. In July
15
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2004, just before the U.S. Democratic Party held its convention in Boston, Nine Zero 
installed iris recognition locks on its Cloud Nine penthouse suite and its employee 
entrance, making it the first hotel to use the unusual biometrics-based technology in the 
United States (Feder, 2004; Findbiometrics.com, 2004).
A camera at the concierge desk takes a digital picture o f  a guest’s eye from a 
distance o f 10 to 12 inches and translates that into numerical code, which becomes a key. 
The code is stored in the hotel registration system so when the guest arrives at the door, 
he or she looks into a camera on the side o f the door that takes another picture. When the 
taken picture at the door matches up with the one at registration, the guest is authorized to 
enter the room. Oracle, Cisco, Citigroup, Rolex, Merrill Lynch, Boston University 
Medical Center, W ashington Hospital and airports such as New York's John F. Kennedy 
and Amsterdam's Schiphol use the technology, according to the manufacturer, LG 
Electronics (Feder, 2004; Findbiometrics.com, 2004; Grogan, 2005).
The previous research based on new self service technologies (SSTs) showed that 
reliability and accuracy are important attributes for potential customers (Dabholkar,
1996; Meuter et al., 2003). Similarly, if  customers expect that a biometric door lock 
system will reliably and accurately work for improved physical security o f both the guest 
rooms and the hotel property, they will be more likely to use this system.
• H2: Increased physical security from biometrics will increase the customers’
acceptance level.
Data security
Many people consider the widespread use o f  biometrics to be at least mildly 
disconcerting. They im agine a world where biometrics are integrated with massive
16
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centralized database applications designed to track and monitor a person’s every move. In 
reality, the prospects are not so threatening. One issue that seems integrally linked to 
biometrics is the deployment o f massively integrated databases. It is important to 
recognize the potential this approach has to create a surveillance society that is totally at 
odds with any sense o f personal liberty. However, it is not biometrics that makes this 
dangerous but the database linking itself. In regard to biometric identification, it is 
critically important to understand that it is possible to apply this technology in such a way 
that the privacy o f the individual who supplies the biometric data is actually greater than 
if  biometrics were not used at all (Most, 2004).
Errors abound in the world o f  digital data; compromised security systems and 
sabotage in the form o f the viruses are almost daily occurrences. In other words, people 
are exposed to the risk o f personal data while taking an advantage o f advanced 
technologies. There is a remarkable opportunity to use the highly personal data to 
decrease rather than increase numerous threats in the real and virtual worlds. Biometrics 
can provide a key to lock information in such a w ay that only the rightful owner has the 
ability to unlock it. Biometrics can also generate a audit trail that may indeed prevent 
unauthorized access and use in a way not previously possible. The bottom line for 
biometrics is that the technology itself is neutral. The challenge is to define the 
constraints from both a legal and operational standpoint, and apply those definitions to a 
real biometric system. Then biometric will serve the interests o f privacy, not violate them 
(Most, 2004).
The preceding research regarding new SSTs proved that additional benefits from 
the new technologies make customers satisfied and that customers expect to receive a
17
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higher quality o f service by utilizing them (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000;
Menter, et ah, 2003). Improving data security will be a unique benefit that customers can 
receive while using biometrics. Therefore, customers can expect more personalized or a 
higher quality o f  service derived from the enhanced control o f  database systems in a hotel. 
If  customers expect that a biometric door lock system will function to protect them from 
identity theft or to keep their privacy safe, they will be more likely to use this system.
• H3: Increased data security from biometrics will increase the customers’ acceptance
level.
Possible Reasons fo r  Rejecting Biometrics
Informational privacy.
There are two type o f privacy concerns commonly expressed regarding 
biometrics: informational privacy and personal privacy. Informational privacy relates to 
the unauthorized collection, storage, and usage o f  biometric information. The usage o f 
biometric data, in and o f  itself, is not the problem. It is the potential linkage, aggregation, 
and misuse o f  personal information associated with biometric data, and stored in 
databases referenced by biometric data, that have a direct privacy impact. For example, a 
fingerprint is meaningless until associated with an individual. The potential that exists in 
this equation is critical. If  it is theoretically possible that data from personal databases 
might be linked, the data poses a privacy risk (Nanavati et ah, 2002).
Unauthorized uses o f biometrics are seen to represent the greatest risk that 
biometrics pose to privacy. For instance, the existence o f a government database with 
facial-scan or finger-scan data may be tempting to law enforcement agents or to private- 
sector companies searching for personal data. It is this risk o f  unauthorized use o f
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biometric data beyond the original intent that defines many informational privacy fears. 
As a similar scenario, if a customer enrolls in the biometric system in a hotel to receive 
more benefits from the hotel, his profile could be searched by the government without his 
permission. Another concern is an unnecessary collection o f biometric information which 
contradicts a basic privacy principle that personal information should be collected only 
for specific reasons under specific conditions (Nanavati et ah, 2002). For example, hotels 
may ask customers unnecessary biometric information for the purpose o f  marketing.
Unauthorized disclosure -  an institution’s sharing o f biometric information 
without a user’s explicit consent -  violates a fundamental privacy principle: an individual 
has the right to exercise control over his or her own personal information (Nanavati et ah,
2002). Since the hotel industry is a people business, it is famous for having vast amounts 
o f information in customer databases to provide personalized service. For example,
Flilton integrated information systems to cover 22 million customers in every property 
across the eight brands that Flilton owns (Kontzer, 2004). If  biometric information in a 
hotel is shared without an custom er’s authorization, the potential uses to which the data 
will be put, the information with which it is linked, and the security measures used to 
protect his or her biometric information are all unknown. This can cause unexpected 
negative impacts to customers. Because biometric data is sensitive and there are 
situations in which biometric systems could be misused, protections equal to the 
deployment-specific risks are necessary at all possible stages o f the data’s life cycle 
(Nanavati et ah).
The previous research explained that one of the dissatisfying factors from 
customers while using new SSTs is process failure when the technology functioned as
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designed; but, there was a breakdown or failure in the process after the customer- 
technology interaction occurred. In addition, expected control over the use o f the new 
technology was proven to be one o f  the important attributes for potential customers 
(M euter et ah, 2000). In the same approach, customers may expect failure o f the process 
related to biometric data’s life cycle or have concerns about losing their control over 
biometric data. For that reason, if  customers have privacy concerns with regards to the 
control over their data in a biometric door lock system, they will be less likely to use the 
system. In other words, if  customers are unconcerned about data privacy while utilizing 
biometric systems, their acceptance level o f biometrics will increase.
• H3: Increased data security from biometrics will increase custom ers’ acceptance level.
Personal privacy.
In addition to the concerns o f informational privacy, biometrics are also objected 
to on the grounds o f  personal privacy. This relates to an inherent discomfort individuals 
may feel when encountering biometric technology. While some personal privacy fears 
may be derived from information privacy concerns, this reaction to biometrics often 
results from cultural, religious, or personal beliefs. Whereas objections based on 
informational privacy can be mitigated by describing how the system works and defining 
policies that protect biometric information, objections based on personal privacy are more 
personal issues (Nanavati et ah, 2002). Cultural objections reflect concerns o f  stigma and 
dignity. Simon Davies o f  Privacy International notes that it is no accident that biometric 
systems are being tried out most aggressively with welfare recipients. The British scholar 
contends that they are in no position to resist the State-mandated intrusion. Interestingly, 
in the 1995 GAO Report on the use o f  biometrics to deter fraud in the nationwide
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Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) program, the U.S. Department of the Treasury 
expressed concern over how finger imaging would impact on the dignity o f the recipients 
and called for more testing and study. Stigma and dignity arguments against the 
application o f biometrics in connection to the less fortunate elements o f society have a 
strong emotional appeal (Woodward, Orlans, & Higgins, 2003).
In terms o f religious objections, several religious groups criticize biometrics on 
the ground that individuals are forced to sacrifice a part o f them to a godless monolith in 
the form o f the State. For example, observing that “the Bible says the time is going to 
come when you cannot buy or sell except when a mark is placed on your hand or 
forehead,” fundamentalist Christian P. Robertson expresses doubts about biometrics and 
notes how the technology is proceeding according to Scripture. At least one religious 
group has complained that the hand geometry devices used by California were making 
“the mark o f the beast” on enrollees’ hands (Woodward, 1997). Hotels have to consider 
customer reaction to biometrics and hotels have to be ready to answer customer concerns 
and assuage customer fears about the technology. According to studies (Woodward et ah, 
2003), the small number o f people with religious objection can be vociferous and hard to 
ignore. Thus, hotels should be poised to deal with such objections so that a public 
relations disaster is avoided. Moreover, rather than a mark o f the beast, biometrics may 
be seen as demonstrating hum ankind’s God-given individuality since biometrics help 
prove that we are all unique (Woodward et ah).
Biometrics also receive criticism on the grounds that a biometric identifier is 
nothing more than biometric-based branding or high-tech tattooing. There is an 
understandably odious stigma associated with the forced branding and tattooing o f human
21
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beings, particularly since branding was used as a recognition system to denote property 
rights in human slaves in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and tattooing was used 
by the Nazis to identify concentration camp victims in the last century (Woodward et ah,
2003). However, as long as customers are making voluntary choices to use or not to use 
biometrics, they are not defenseless victims.
If  a hotel practices mandatory biometric systems, this will be met with personal 
privacy objections, as users may feel forced into enrollment. However, overtim e, 
acclimation to biometric technology may reduce objections based on personal privacy. 
Individuals with experience in using biometrics have consistently approved of the 
technology more strongly than those who have not used biometrics. Lack o f familiarity 
with biometrics seems to cause disapproval; fortunately for the biometric industry, testing 
shows that once an individual has used a biometric system, he or she is less likely to 
object to using it on a constant basis (Nanavati et ah, 2002).
According to Woodward (1997), there are no documented cases o f biometrics’ 
causing physical harm to a user. In temrs o f  physical invasiveness associated with 
biometrics, retinal scanning requires close contact with the biometric apparatus; however, 
the retina pattern is captured about three inches away from the eye. Furthermore, retinal 
scanning is not a commercially available biometric technology (Nanavati et ah, 2002). 
Unlike people’s general concerns about their iris scanning, iris recognition stands out as 
the most hygienic o f  the biometrics in that no part o f the user’s body has to touch 
anything to operate the system (Woodward, 1997). According to International Biometric 
Group, although there may be little rational justification for their response, users are 
uncomfortable with the idea o f using eye-based biometrics. For some, it seems to be a
22
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visceral reaction; and for others, there is the concern that exposure to the technology may 
damage eyesight (Nanavati et ah). In short, these concerns are generated from the feeling 
o f discomfort to the new technology rather than actual harms. However, some guests are 
so germ phobic that hotels would have no choice but to offer rooms with an alternative 
security system or backup measures (Whitford, 1999).
A study o f new self-service technologies (SSTs) suggested that lack o f consumer 
readiness can explain much o f the failure to try the new technology. The study also found 
that customers will not accept the new technology if  they do not understand their role, if 
they perceive no clear benefit to using it, or if  they believe that they are not able to use it. 
Increased experience with new technologies was the key to decrease these negative 
reactions and to increase users’ willingness to try new technology (Meuter, Bitner, 
Ostrom, & Brown, 2005). In the same way, lack o f both experience and understanding o f 
biometrics make customers feel uncomfortable for several personal reasons; cultural 
reasons, religious objections, or concerns o f physical harm. Thus, if  customers have 
personal concerns about a biometric door lock system, they will be less likely to use the 
system.
• H4: Increased personal privacy concerns from biometrics will decrease the
customers’ acceptance level.
Combining the conflict issues o f biometrics, previous studies o f  customer 
behaviors toward new technologies, and other studies of biometrics. Figure I is 
developed as a theoretical framework for this study.
23
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Convenience
Speed o f service 
- Personal convenience
Physical Security
” Property security 
" Personal room security
Data Security
" Protection from identity theft 
" Unconcern for privacy
Personal Privacy
” Uncomfortable feeling 
" Concerns about physical harm
C ustom er B ehaviors:
A cceptance L evel o f  
B iom etrics
Figure 1. Theoretical framework
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Introduction
The research methodology and research hypotheses for this study are presented in 
this chapter. This chapter describes the study method, measurement method, pilot test, 
and sample and data collection. Data entry, measurement scales, and assumptions, which 
need to be checked before the performance o f multiple linear regression analysis in order 
to analyze the data, are also discussed.
Research Hypotheses 
The findings o f the literature review could suggest a positive relationship between 
convenience, physical security, data security, and the acceptance level o f biometrics; and 
a negative relationship between data security, personal privacy, and the acceptance level 
of biometrics. These sources are developed from the attributes models o f Self Service 
Technologies (SSTs), which are major new technologies that customers have encountered 
in the hotel industry. Therefore, the attributes were applied to another new technology, 
biometrics, and modified to fit into the special characteristics o f  biometric technology. 
Unfortunately, no published research has focused on attributes that increase the level of 
hotel customer acceptance o f biometrics. For this reason, this study aims to find out the
25
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impact o f these attributes on hotel customer behaviors. The following hypotheses were 
advanced:
HI : Increased convenience acquired from biometrics will increase the customers’ 
acceptance level.
H2: Increased physical security from biometrics will increase the customers’ acceptance 
level.
H3: Increased data security from biometrics will increase the custom ers’ acceptance level. 
H4: Increased personal privacy concerns from biometrics will decrease the customers’ 
acceptance level.
In sum, these hypotheses is developed to examine whether there is a relation 
between four factors (convenience, physical security, data security, and personal privacy) 
from biometrics and the custom ers’ acceptance level.
Study Method
The main purpose o f  the study is to examine factors that affect the customers’ 
acceptance level as an empirical study. A survey was used to access a large population o f 
potential hotel customers in the U.S. It would be ideal to select sample data from the 
entire population o f people who are potential hotel customers to find out the relationship 
between important attributes and customer behavior toward biometrics. However, it 
would be very difficult to survey to the whole population; thus, this study is limited to a 
major hotel in Las Vegas. The hotel property participant is one o f the most famous hotels 
in the high-price segmentation located on the Las Vegas Strip. Self-administrated 
questionnaires on the TV screen were provided in hotel rooms. This approach has an
26
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inherent limitation; respondents, who are not familiar with using the services provided by 
the hotel TV system, will he less likely respond to the survey. As general limitations, the 
survey has a bias related to self-selection response.
M easurement Method and Scales
In order to test the hypotheses o f the study, a survey was designed and conducted. 
There was no existing research with regard to the factors that impact the customers’ 
acceptance level o f biometrics. Therefore, the questionnaire is developed based on the 
existing studies o f the attributes, which influence on the custom ers’ behaviors related to 
the self-service technologies (SSTs). The initial survey was developed from literature and 
interviews that include sources to explain possible reasons o f  accepting or rejecting 
biometrics. It is supported and modified based on the existing literature, related to new 
technologies, typically SSTs, and the customer’s behaviors toward them.
The questionnaire consisted o f  the possible influential factors, modified from 
other studies. The other studies found that convenience, reliability, accuracy, and other 
benefits impacted custom er’s positive response toward new technologies, such as SSTs 
(Dabholkar, 1996; Meuter, Ostrom, Bitner, & Roundtree, 2003). Three factors, modified 
to measure custom er’s positive response toward a biometric door lock, are listed in the 
questionnaire as: convenience (speed o f service and personal convenience); physical 
security (enhanced security o f a room and a hotel property); and data security (protecting 
from identity theft). For example, “A biometric fingerprint door-lock will give me faster 
service.” was asked to find whether or not convenience is an influential factor to positive 
customer’s reaction o f a biometric door lock. On the other hand, other studies found that
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process failure, lack o f control over the use, and lack o f consumer readiness are 
influential factors to customer’s negative response toward new technologies (Meuter, 
Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000; Meuter, Bitner, Ostrom, & Brown, 2005). Thus, two 
factors, modified to measure custom er’s negative response toward a biometric door lock, 
are listed in the questionnaire as: data security (concerns o f privacy) and personal privacy 
(uncomfortable feelings from personal reasons and concerns o f physical harm). For 
example, “I worry that biometrics will cause me physical harm.” was asked to find 
whether or not personal privacy is an influential factor to negative customer’s reaction o f 
a biometric door lock. Finally, “I would use a biometric door-lock in a hotel.” was asked 
to measure the level o f customer acceptance. The factor o f data security was listed in the 
reasons o f both accepting and rejecting biometrics. The reason was because o f conflicting 
opinions: whether biometrics increase data security by preventing customers from 
identity theft or decrease data security by adding potential privacy risks, which are related 
to very personal data, such as fingerprints.
The first part o f the survey consists o f  fixed-alternative questions with a 5-Point 
Likert-scale to measure customers’ attitudes toward a biometric door-lock (1 as “strongly 
disagree” to 5 as “strongly agree”). With the Likert-scale, respondents indicated their 
attitudes by checking how strongly they disagree or agree with the constructed statement. 
The other part was made o f simple-dichotomy questions and determinant choice 
questions to measure the demographic factors o f  respondents. This section was designed 
to provide the demographic profile o f  the respondents, as well as to find any relationship 
between demographic factors and the variables. Therefore, demographic factors -gender, 
age, purpose o f trip, educational level, and type o f hotel usually stay in (as a substitute
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question o f income level) -  are chosen based on the previous studies (Danko & 
MacLachlan, 1983; Dari an 1987; Gatignon & Robertson, 1991; Greco & Fields, 1992; 
Sim & Koi, 2002; Zeithaml & Gilly, 1987; Meuter et al., 2003). According to these 
studies, people who adopt new technologies tend to be younger, male, and more educated 
and have a greater income than those who do not adopt it. The question regarding age is 
particularly developed based on the concept o f generational cohort because each cohort 
has different characteristics: Post-war cohort (age over 60: conformity and 
conservatism); Baby Boomer cohort #1 (age o f 52- 60: experimental and individualism); 
Baby Boomer cohort #2 (age o f 42-51 : less optimistic and distrust o f government); 
Generation X cohort (age o f 30- 41 : independent and informal); and N Generation cohort 
also called Generation Y (age o f under 29: quest for physical security and acceptance of 
change). These differences among groups are assumed to influence the customer’s 
acceptance level o f new technologies, such as biometrics.
The questionnaire on the TV in a room was filled out whenever the respondents 
had time. Thus, it was felt that there was a better chance that respondents would take time 
to think about their replies. Furthermore, the standardized survey showed repeatability 
and internal consistency. To take advantage o f this, the questionnaire was developed by 
asking two similar (but not identical) questions for each independent variable. To 
increase the response rate, the length o f questionnaire was limited to one page. A pilot 
test was conducted in order to establish content validity. Fifty graduate students in 
University o f  Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) participated in the test. Each participant was 
asked to complete the questionnaire. Based on this pilot test, minor changes were made
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and some o f the participants were interviewed for suggestions to improve the 
measurement reliability.
Sample and Data Collection
The population o f the research was hotel customers in the U.S., and the sample of 
the population was the customers o f a large Las Vegas resort hotel. The sampling method 
was non-probability sampling because the selection o f sampling units was quite arbitrary. 
This was also convenience sampling since the unit and respondents were those most 
conveniently available for the study. Although the non-probability sampling had an 
inherent limitation, the sampling from Las Vegas hotels has an advantage: greater 
diversity of customers and a larger capacity to occupy customers than the average hotels 
in the U.S. At that time o f the survey, the hotel had 5,000 rooms per night with diverse 
customers; therefore, the sample from the hotel likely represents the diversity o f  the 
population. The demographic factors o f  the sample will be compared to the 2005 Las 
Vegas visitors’ profile in the result section (Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority, 
2006).
The hotel accepted a survey proposal and suggested the use o f the in-room TV 
system in February, 2006. The study selected the sample among customers, who visited 
the hotel property during March 10, 2006 to March 31, 2006. The final questionnaire was 
placed on the TV screen in the guest rooms. When a customer turned on the TV in a room 
with a remote control, the screen showed the eight options, from a ‘Pay M ovie’ to ‘Guest 
Service.’ When the customer selected the ‘Guest Service’ menu, the next screen was 
displayed with three options; (1) Show Bills, (2) Express Check out; and (3) Guest
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Survey. When the customer selected the ‘Guest Survey’ menu, the cover letter of the 
questionnaire was shown on the screen and the customer had an option to proceed or exit 
the survey. A total o f 314 questionnaires were collected.
Data Entry
The data were entered and analyzed in SPSS version 13.0. Editing was completed 
for consistency (e.g. eliminating incorrect sampling unit) and for completeness (e.g. item 
nonresponse). The decision rule for item nonresponse was to do nothing with the 
unanswered question. Data then was coded to SPSS program: “strongly disagree” was 
coded as number 1, “disagree” as number 2, “neither agree nor disagree” as number 3, 
“agree” as number 4, and “strongly agree” as number 5. In the questionnaire, the question 
number 6 -  “1 have privacy concerns about using biometric door-lock system” -  was a 
negative sentence. Thus, the order o f the answer for this negative sentence was reversely 
coded so that the codes could reflect the same direction as the positive statement’s codes. 
The demographic factors were coded as number format: for example, male was coded as 
number 1, and female as number 2. Finally, error checking was completed to make sure 
that all codes were legitimate.
Descriptive statistics for all questionnaire items and research variables were 
computed in order to check for missing data and errors in data entry. Data entries were 
then listed and checked against the original questionnaire. Once the data were entered and 
coded, the study checked the assumptions and performed multiple linear regression 
analysis to test the hypotheses at a 0.05 alpha level. Regression analysis explained a 
relationship between two or more variables and it clarified whether the relationship is
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linear as in positive or negative. In addition, one-way ANOVA was conducted to 
compare the respondents’ answers in regards to (I) gender, (2) age groups, (3) education 
level, (4) the purpose o f  trips, and (5) types of hotel they usually stay in.
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CHAPTER IV
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Introduction
This chapter presents the data analysis and the results o f this study. The data were 
analyzed to identify whether there is a positive or negative relation between the level o f 
customer acceptance toward a biometric fingerprint door-lock and factors o f convenience, 
physical security, data security and personal privacy. In other words, the data were 
analyzed to examine the possible factors, which impact on hotel customers behaviors to 
new technology, biometrics. This chapter describes the demographic information o f the 
participants. The results o f the hypotheses tests, using linear regression, are also 
discussed.
Profile o f  the Participants 
More than 66.6% o f the respondents were male and approximately 33.4% were 
female (see Table 1). Age o f the respondents was divided into five different groups. O f 
the respondent, 28.0% were under 29 years old, 32.8% were 30 to 41 years old, 25.5% 
were 42 to 51 years old, 8.9% were 52 to 60 years old, and 4.8% were over 60 years old 
(see Table 1). Based on the purpose o f  the majority o f  their trips, respondents could be 
separated into three groups; business travelers, leisure travelers, and others. Over 48.7%
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were business travelers and 37.9 % were leisure travelers, as depicted in Table 1. About 
13.4 % o f the respondents answered that they travel for other purposes.
Table 1




Female 105 3L 4
Age
Under 29 88 2&0
30-41 103 3 28
42-51 80 25 j
52-60 28 8.9
Over 60 15 4.8
Purpose o f  Trips
Business 153 4&7
Leisure 119 3 2 9
Others 42 13.4
Total 314 100.0
With regard to the education level, only 5.0% of the respondents had less than a 
high school degree, 10.9% had completed high school, 25.2% had gone to college but did 
not graduate, and 58.8% had a college degree (see Table 2). Regarding the type o f hotel 
the respondent usually stays in, over 42% o f the respondents usually stay in upscale 
hotels, 52.9 % stay in mid-range hotels, and 5.0% stay in economy hotels (see Table 2).
In these two demographic questions, the reason for the missing value o f 195 was a survey
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system error, while uploading the questionnaire for the first time. After collecting 195 
surveys, the problem was fixed and the questions were properly displayed on the TV 
survey system.
Education Level and Type o f  Hotel (Valid N=119)
n % Valid %
Education
Some high school 6 1.9 5.0
High school graduate 13 4.1 10.9
Some college 30 9.6 222
College graduate 70 224 5&8
Type o f Hotel
Upscale 50 1Y9 4 2 0
Mid-range 63 20.1 5 29
Economy 6 1.9 5.0
Total 119 329 100^
Missing 195 621
Total 314 100.0
To examine the generalizability level o f this study, the profile o f the participants 
was compared to that o f Las Vegas visitors in 2005 (Las Vegas Convention and Visitors 
Authority, 2006). The profile o f participants consisted o f more male, younger, highly- 
educated, upscale hotel customers, and business travelers than that o f the Las Vegas 
visitors (see Table 3). Hence, the participants m ay show a higher acceptance level o f 
biometrics, since people who adopt new technologies tend to be male, younger, business 
travelers, more educated and have a greater income than those who do not adopt them.
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Table 2
Comparison o f  Sample and 2005 Las Vegas Visitors





Under 29 28 13
30-41 33 20 (30-39)*
42-51 25 21(40-49)*
52-60 9 20 (50-59)*
Over 60 5 26 (Over 59)*





Some high school 5
High school graduate 11
23
Some college 25 29
College graduate 59 44




The Age category in the sw v e y  o f  Las Vegas Visitor was slightly different fro m  that o f  sample.
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Data Analysis 
Reliability and Validity Tests 
The reliability in this study was measured by the reliability analysis on SPSS 
13.0. The Cronbach alpha values ranged from 0.718 to 0.864. The Cronbach alpha index 
ranges from 0 to 1. Higher alpha value means higher internal consistency. The generally 
agreed lower limit o f the Chronbach’s alpha value is 0.70. All the variables had 
acceptable alpha values (see Table 4). The factor’s content validity was established 
through the process o f  developing the questionnaire and theoretical support from the 
literature review.
Table 4
Reliability o f  Component Items
Items Chronbach’s Alpha Mean SD
Convenience factor J9 5 1530 L4226
Physical security factor .864 3.683 L3580
Data security factor J 6 0 3.411 1.3741
Personal privacy factor JT 8 2. II3 L2027
Testing o f Hypotheses 
Linear regression analysis shows the relationship between a dependent variable 
and one independent variable. However, it often requires more than one independent 
variable to predict the values o f a dependent variable. Therefore, this study performed a 
multiple linear regression analysis to test the hypotheses. This statistical technique 
represents two main requisites about the distribution o f each variable and the association
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between the variables (Norusis, 2004). Prior to perfonning the multiple linear regression 
analysis, the study first made individual composite variables for each factor. The items o f 
each category were computed and transformed into a single variable by the SPSS 
program. For example, items o f faster service and personal convenience were combined 
into one variable as the convenience factor. Items o f  security o f hotel and security of 
room were combined into one variable as the physical security factor. Items o f protection 
from identity theft and unconcern for privacy were combined into one variable as the data 
security factor. Items o f uncomfortable feeling and concerns o f  physical harm were 
com bined into one variable as the personal privacy factor.
The assumptions that were needed to be checked before performing regression 
analysis were tbe followings: normality, independence o f observations, linearity, constant 
variance, outliers, and multicollinearity. All data were screened for outliers, and scatter 
plots were reviewed for nonlinear distributions and relationships. Histograms and normal 
probability plots were examined for normal distribution in each performance as well. The 
independence assumption was checked to make sure that there is no relationship between 
the observations in the different groups and between the observations within the same 
group. Model summary o f Durbin-Watson was checked in each case for the independence 
o f observations; numbers range from 0 to 4 and if  they are close to 2, they are not 
problematic. Linearity was checked by producing all partial plots. The constant variance 
was verified by checking the plots through entering standardized residual as the Y 
variable and standardized predicted as the X variable (Norusis, 2004). Finally, analysis o f 
variance inflation factors (VIF) was checked for multicollinearity (VIF>4 and tolerance
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Convenience factor .733 1364
Physical security factor .744 1343
Data security factor .774 1392
Personal privacy factor .829 1.207
The positive correlation coefficient (0.503, 0.397, and 0.639) indicates that there 
is a statistically significant (p<0.01) linear relationship between two variables: 
convenience factor and acceptance level, physical security and acceptance level, and data 
security and acceptance level. This is interpreted such that the more the convenience 
factor is considered benefits o f  biometrics, the higher the acceptance level o f biometrics. 
Also there is a significant negative correlation coefficient (-0.449) for the association 
between the personal privacy factor and the acceptance level. This indicates that the more 
personal privacy factor is considered outcomes o f  biometrics, the lower the acceptance 
level o f biometric (See Table 6).
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Table 6
Summary o f  Correlation Analysis (N=314)
Convenience Physical security Data security Personal privacy
Acceptance level .503** .397** .639** _ 449**
Note. **p< .0 \.
The four hypotheses were designed to examine the effect o f the four factors from 
biometrics on the customers’ acceptance level. In order to test these hypotheses 
simultaneously, multiple linear regression analysis was performed with the acceptance 
level as the dependent variable and the four factors as the independent variables.
H I : Increased convenience acquired from  biometrics will increase the customers ' 
acceptance level.
H2: Increased physical security from  biometrics will increase the customers ’ acceptance 
level.
H3: Increased data security from  biometrics will increase the customers ’ acceptance 
level.
H4: Increased personal privacy concerns from  biometrics will decrease the customers ' 
acceptance level.
As can be seen in Table 7, the absolute value o f the correlation coefficient 
between the all four factors and the acceptance level is 0.729. From the regression model, 
the 53.2% o f variation in the customers’ acceptance level was explained by the variation 
in the four factors (convenience, physical security, data security, and personal privacy). 
The results indicate that the model was significant (p<0.05, F = 87.732). Thus, the 
hypothesis was supported that there is a linear relationship between four factors from
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biometrics and the customers’ acceptance level (Anderson, Sweeney, & William, 2004). 
Summary o f  Regression Analysis
R R2 Adjusted R^ Df F Sig.
.729 .532 .526 4 87.732 .000*
Note. *p< .05.
Table 8 shows the results o f each factor related to the acceptance level separately. 
The significance levels o f the convenience factor (p<0.05, j3 = .260, t = 5.366), the data 
security factor (p<0.05, (3 = .500, t = 10.240), and the personal privacy factor (p<0.05, j3 = 
-.253, t — -4.706) appeared to be significant. On the other hand, the physical security 
variable was associated with a significance level o f 0.096 (p>0.05), indicating that its null 
hypothesis can be accepted.
Thus, the items o f faster service, personal convenience, protection from identity 
theft, unconcern for privacy were positively correlated to the customers’ acceptance level 
toward biometrics; however, the other items, security o f hotel property and security o f 
guestrooms, were found not to be significant. On the other hand, items o f uncomfortable 
feeling and concerns about physical harm were negatively correlated to the custom ers’ 
acceptance level toward biometrics.
In addition, the coefficients also indicate that for every positive degree increase in 
the convenience factor, the predicted acceptance level will increase by 0.260; for every 
positive degree increase in the physical security factor, the predicted acceptance level 
will increase by 0.084 (insignificant increase); and for every positive degree increase in
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the data security factor will increase the predicted acceptance level by 0.500. On the other 
hand, every positive degree increase in the personal privacy factor will decrease the 
predicted level o f  acceptance by 0.253.
Table
Significance o f  Regression Coefficients (N==3740
Model B SEE /3 t Sig.
(Constant) T263 289 4278 .000
Convenience factor 260 448 .244 5266 400*
Physical security factor 484 450 .075 1.662 498
Data security factor ^00 449 ^53 10240 400*
Personal privacy factor -253 .054 -.201 -4.706 400*
Note. *p< .05.
Finally, the following is a descriptive statistics table that shows the mean and 
standard deviation value o f each item. Those items with a higher mean value, usually 
higher than 3.00, are perceived to be more important items in the relation to increase 
customers’ acceptance level. The mean o f the acceptance level was higher than 3.00, 
indicating the respondents have more positive than negative opinions toward biometric 
fingerprint door-locks (see Table 9). The bar chart o f the acceptance level is displayed in 
Figure 2 to show the frequency o f the respondents’ opinions.
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Convenience factor 3.51 F423
Faster service 3.44 1.541
Personal convenience 3.59 1.583
Physical security factor 3.68 1.360
Safety o f  hotel property 3.67 1.507
Safety o f hotel room 3.69 1390
Data security factor 3.41 1.374
Protection from identity theft 3A7 1.468
Unconcern for privacy 3 J ^ 1389
Personal privacy factor 2 J 2 F206
Uncomfortable feeling 2 J 3 1.438
Physical harm 1.90 L290
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Figure 2. Acceptance level o f  biometrics
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Analysis o f  Demographic Factors
Based on the previous studies, this study expected a different level o f customers’ 
acceptance toward biometrics, depending on the customers’ demographic factors (gender, 
age, purpose o f trip, education level, and type o f hotel). In the following section, the 
relationship between the demographic factors and the acceptance level are examined by 
ANOVA analysis. Since the four factors are proved to be related with the acceptance 
level, the relationship between demographic factors and the factors as well as the items 
composing four factors are also examined by ANOVA analysis.
Gender
The male respondents showed slightly more positive opinions to biometric 
fingerprint door-locks than the female respondents did (male=3.72, female=3.52). 
However, the small F statistic (F =I.I95) and large significance level (p= 0.275 >0.05) 
indicate that gender and the acceptance level are independent o f each other (See table 10). 
Thus, there is no relationship between the respondents’ gender and their acceptance level 
o f biometrics.
There was also no significant difference between respondents’ gender and the 
rating o f  agreement on the four factors. However, one item in the data security factor -  
protection from identity theft -  shows that the responses between male and female are 
significantly different (F= 3.920, P=0.049<0.05, Mean: male =3.69, female=3.34). This 
indicates that the male respondents considered ‘protection from identity theft’ as a more 
important benefit o f biometrics than the female respondents did.
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Table 10
Analysis o f  Variance fo r  Gender (N=3I4)
Mean F Sig.
Male 3J2
Acceptance level 1.195 375
Female 3^2
Male 332
Convenience factor .010 332
Female 330
Male 345
Faster service .048 328
Female 3.41
Male 338
Personal convenience .001 372
Female 339
Male 333
Physical security factor 1681 .196
Female 334
Male 333
Safety of hotel property 2.177 .141
Female 330
Male 3.75
Safety of hotel room 379 349
Female 339
Male 330
Data security factor 2367 .125
Female 334
Male 339
Protection from Identity theft 1920 .049*
Female 334
Male 330
Unconcern for privacy 695 405
Female 3.14
Male 2.11
Personal privacy factor .000 384
Female 2.11
Male 235
Uncomfortable feeling .136 .712
Female 229
Male 189
Physical harm .139 .709
Female 1.94
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The respondents over 60 years old showed the highest acceptance level to 
biometric door-locks (mean=3.80), followed by those between 52 and 60 (mean=3.74), 
those under 29 (mean = 3.74), those between 30 and 41 (mean=3.65), and those between 
42 and 51 (mean=3.50). However, the small F statistic (F=.358) and large significance 
level (P= 0.838 >0.05) indicate that the age o f the respondents and their acceptance level 
are independent o f each other. In spite o f  regrouping the respondents “under 29 and 
30-41” as a younger generation cohort and those “42-51, 52-60 and over 60” as an older 
generation cohort, the result was unchanged. Thus, there is no relationship between 
respondents’ age and their acceptance level o f  a biometric fingerprint door-lock system. 
There was also no significant difference between respondents’ age and their rating o f the 
four factors as well as o f  the items composing the factors.
Purpose o f  Trip
The respondents who usually travel for leisure showed the highest acceptance 
level o f biometric fingerprint door-locks (mean=3.59), followed by the business travelers 
(mean=3.59), and the other travelers (mean=3.31). However, the small F statistics 
(F=2.277) and their large significance level (P= 0.104 >0.05) indicate that respondents’ 
purpose o f trip and their acceptance level are independent o f each other. In spite of 
regrouping “business travelers” and “leisure and other travelers”, the results remained 
insignificant. Thus, there is no relationship between purpose o f trips and the acceptance 
level o f biometrics. There was also no significant difference between the respondents’ 
purpose o f trips and their rating o f  the four factors as well as o f the items composing the 
factors.
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Educational Level
The respondents with less than a high school degree showed the highest 
acceptance level o f biometric fingerprint door-locks (mean=4.33), followed by the 
respondents with high school degree (mean=4.08), those with some college education 
(mean=3.31), and those with college degree (mean= 3.59). However, the small F statistics 
(F=0.855) and their large significance level (P= 0.467 >0.05) indicate that respondents’ 
education level and their acceptance level o f biometrics are independent o f each other. In 
spite o f regrouping the respondents with “some high school and high school degree” and 
those with “some college and college degree”, the results were not significant. Thus, 
there is no relationship between respondents’ education level and their acceptance level 
o f biometrics. There was also no significant difference between the respondents’ level of 
education and their rating o f the four factors and the items composing the factors.
Type o f  Hotel
The respondents who usually stay in mid-range hotels showed the highest 
acceptance level to biometric fingerprint door-locks (mean=3.90), followed by 
respondents who stay in economy hotels (mean=3.67), and those stay in upscale hotels 
(mean= 3.52). However, the small F statistics (F=0.998) and their large significance level 
(P= 0.372 >0.05) indicate that the types o f  hotel where the respondents usually stay and 
their acceptance level are independent o f each other. There was also no significant 
difference between the types o f hotel and the respondents’ rating o f  the four factors and 
the items composing the factors.
However, as seen in Table 11, after regrouping “upscale hotels” and “mid-range 
and economy hotels”, the result was changed. The convenience factor showed the large F
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(3.915) and a small significance level (P=.05), indicating that there is relationship 
between the type of hotel where the respondents usually stay and their rating o f the 
convenience factor. The item o f personal convenience was considered more significant 
than the item o f faster service (F=5.141, P=.025<.05). Thus, the respondents who usually 
stay in mid-range or economy hotels put more weight on the factor o f convenience, 
especially the item o f personal convenience, as important benefits from biometrics than 
the respondents who usually stay in upscale hotels (See Figure 3).










Figure 3. Relationship between “convenience factor” and “type o f hotel”
Micl-rnnge & Econom y 
Hotel Type
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77
Analysis o f  Variance for Regrouped Type o f  H otel (N -1 19)
N Mean F Sig.
Acceptance level Upscale 50 3.52 1.861 .175
Midrange & Economy 69 3.88
Convenience factor Upscale 50 337 3315 050
Midrange & Economy 69 337
Faster service Upscale 50 332 2367 .127
Midrange & Economy 69 332
Personal convenience Upscale 50 342 5.141 .025*
Midrange & Economy 69 4.01
Physical security factor Upscale 50 347 2313 .140
Midrange & Economy 69 336
Safety of hotel property Upscale 50 348 2310 .116
Midrange & Economy 69 330
Safety of hotel room Upscale 50 346 1.785 384
Midrange & Economy 69 331
Data security factor Upscale 50 331 2.103 .150
Midrange & Economy 69 336
Protection from Identity theft Upscale 50 348 333 394
Midrange & Economy 69 3.70
Unconcern for privacy Upscale 50 234 2339 .101
Midrange & Economy 69 342
Personal privacy factor Upscale 50 239 1.173 381
Midrange & Economy 69 235
Uncomfortable feeling Upscale 50 236 3.031 384
Midrange & Economy 69 239
Physical harm Upscale 50 132 .001 .970
Midrange & Economy 69 1.81
*p <.05.
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CHAPTER V
DICUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Introduction
Major findings o f  this study are summarized in this chapter. The chapter includes 
discussion and implications made from the results o f  data analysis. In addition, 
implications for management are discussed, and recommendations for future research are 
also provided along with the limitations o f this study.
Discussion o f  Results
Empirical results from this study provide valuable findings for biometric 
applications in the hospitality industry. The results supported three out o f four hypotheses 
that were developed in this study. The four hypotheses were concerned with determining 
whether each independent variable (convenience, physical security, data security, and 
personal privacy) has an impact on the dependent variable (customers’ acceptance level 
o f biometric door-lock systems at hotel properties). By using multiple regression analysis, 
these variables were analyzed simultaneously.
The first hypothesis was concerned with determining whether the convenience 
factor has an impact on the customers’ acceptance level o f biometric door-lock systems at 
hotel properties. The confirmation o f this hypothesis implies that customers who expect
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increased convenience factor (faster service and personal convenience) from biometrics 
showed a higher level o f  acceptance toward biometrics than those who do not expect the 
benefits o f convenience.
The second hypothesis was concerned with determining whether the physical 
security factors have an impact on the customers’ acceptance level o f biometric door-lock 
systems in a hotel. The evaluation o f this hypothesis indicates that the physical security 
factor (security o f hotel property and security o f guestroom) is positively correlated to the 
acceptance level o f biometrics; however, this variable does not have a significant effect 
on customer behaviors.
The third hypothesis was concerned with determining whether the data security 
factors have an impact on the customers’ acceptance level o f biometrics. The results 
demonstrate that the increased data security benefits acquired from biometrics will 
increase the level o f  custom ers’ acceptance toward biometrics. This study also examined 
the prevalent issues o f  whether biometrics increase data security by protecting customers 
from identity theft or decrease data security by obtaining custom ers’ unique personal data, 
such as fingerprints. The results show that the majority o f respondents do not have 
privacy concerns when they use biometric door-lock systems. In addition, the mean o f the 
opinions about increased data security from biometrics was higher than the mean o f the 
opinions about decreased data security. This result indicates that customers believe that 
biometrics will provide higher data security rather than infringe upon their data privacy.
The fourth hypothesis was concerned with determining whether the personal 
privacy factor has an impact on the customers’ acceptance level o f  biometrics. The result 
implies that the personal privacy factor (uncomfortable feeling and concerns about
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physical harm) has a negative relation with the customer behaviors toward biometrics. 
Overall, the results for these hypotheses indicate that the items o f the convenience and 
the data security factors have a positive relation with the acceptance level, and the items 
of the personal privacy factor have a negative relation with the acceptance level. In 
addition, not all factors are equally influential: data security factor has the strongest 
impact on the custom ers’ acceptance level, followed by the convenience factor, and the 
personal privacy factor.
Based on the results o f this study, it can be assumed that there is a relation 
between the examined factors and the custom ers’ acceptance level o f  biometrics. 
However, there may be additional factors that influence customer behavior o f biometrics. 
The factors in this study were developed from the factors which affected customer 
behaviors toward new technologies, such as self-service technologies (SSTs). In addition, 
the existence o f other variables is explained by the R square value o f  multiple linear 
regression analysis. The R square o f  the correlation coefficient points out the proportion 
of the variability in the dependent variable that is explained by the regression model 
(Norusis, 2004). The result o f the R square values in this study was 0.532, indicating that 
only 53.2% o f the variability in the custom ers’ acceptance level o f biometrics was 
explained by the variation in the four factors. Thus, it is possible that hotel customers 
believe that other factors are more critical in making decisions whether or not to accept 
fingerprint door-locks than the examined factors.
Based on the previous studies, a different level o f customers’ acceptance toward 
biometrics, depending on custom ers’ demographic factors (gender, age, purpose o f  trip, 
education level, and type o f hotel) was expected. However, this study found that none o f
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these demographic factors have a significant effect on the customer behaviors toward 
biometrics door-locks. Considering the analysis that the four factors are correlated with 
the acceptance level, the study also examined the relationship between demographic 
factors and the four factors (convenience, physical security, data security, and personal 
privacy), as well as between demographic factors and the eight items composting the four 
factors (faster service, personal convenience, security o f hotel, security o f guest room, 
protection from identity theft, unconcern for privacy, uncomfortable feeling, and concern 
for physical harm).
There were two considerable findings from this further analysis: First, regarding 
the item of “protection from identity theft” in the data security factor, the responses from 
males and females were significant different. This result represents that male customers 
consider “protection from identity theft” a m ore important benefit o f biometric 
fingerprint door-locks than female customers do. Second, there is a significant 
relationship between the type o f hotel where customers usually stay and their rating o f the 
convenience factor. In addition, the item o f personal convenience was considered more 
significant than the item o f faster service in the convenience factor. This result indicates 
that the benefits o f convenience from biometrics are critical for the respondents o f mid­
range and economy hotels. In addition, mid-range and economy hotel customers more 
strongly agree than upscale customers that biom etric fingerprint door-locks will provide 
more personal convenience than a keycard lock because there is no key to carry or to lose.
As mentioned in the literature review, there is a lack o f studies related to both 
customer behaviors toward biometric applications and the hotel industry. Therefore, the 
model for this study is developed based on the study of biometrics, the study o f customer
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behaviors toward new technologies in the hospitality industry, and experts’ opinions 
about biometric applications in the hotel industry. Previous research proposed that 
convenience factors, such as speed o f delivery and ease o f use, are important attributes 
for potential customers when they use new technologies (Dabholkar, 1996; Menter, 
Ostrom, Bitner, & Roundtree, 2003). Other previous research proved that additional 
benefits from new technologies make customers satisfied and that customers will expect a 
higher quality service by using them (Meuter, Ostrom, Roundtree, & Bitner, 2000;
Meuter et ah, 2003). At the same time, many biometrics-related studies proved that 
improving data security is a unique benefit that users can receive from biometric 
applications because biometric data, such as fingerprints, are not only unique, but also 
encrypted and stored in a safe w ay (International Biometric Group, 2004; Most, 2004; 
Nanavati, Thieme, & Nanavati, 2002; Ratha, Connell, & Bolle, 2001; Whitford, 1999). 
Consequently, by examining a specific biometric application, the results o f this study 
enhanced the previous findings related to hotel customer behavior and new technologies.
Previous studies also suggested that some o f the dissatisfying factors for 
customers while using new technologies are process failure after the interaction occurred 
or loss o f control over the use o f  new technologies (Meuter et ah, 2000). These results 
were aligned with the experts’ concerns about privacy issues related to obtaining 
biometric data from users. However, the result o f  this study suggested that hotel 
customers are less concerned than expected about data privacy issues in terms o f using a 
biometric door-lock system. The other previous studies also suggested that lack of 
customer readiness is one o f the factors that make customers hesitant to use new 
technologies (Meuter, Bitner, Ostrom, & Brown, 2005). Similarly, other biometric-
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related research explained that a lack o f  both experience and understanding o f biometrics 
makes customers feel uncomfortable for several personal reasons as well as concerned 
about physical harm (International Biometric Group, 2004; Nanavati et ah, 2002; 
Whitford, 1999; Woodward, Orlans, & Higgins, 2003). The result o f this study supported 
the previous research related to custom ers’ negative opinions toward new technologies.
In conclusion, hotel customers have positive opinions toward biometric 
applications. Potential customers expect that biometric door-locks will provide both 
increased convenience and higher data security. At the same time, customers hesitate to 
use biometrics due to their uncomfortable feeling or concerns about physical harm. These 
results can be valuable in understanding customers’ expectations about biometric 
applications in the hotel industry.
Implications for Management
The findings o f  this research study will assist hospitality managers with practical 
ideas. The results o f this study revealed that the factors o f convenience and data security 
positively affect the custom ers’ acceptance level o f biometrics. However, it is more 
important to examine which factors or items the customers perceive as significant 
benefits from biometrics. This study w ill allow a hotel operator to identify the important 
factors related to customer behaviors. By focusing on those important and influential 
attributes, hotel management can develop practical strategies to increase customers’ 
acceptance level and to decrease custom ers’ rejection level toward biometric applications. 
For instance, the data security factor turned out to be the most significant; in particular, 
male customers strongly believe that biometric door-lock systems w ill protect them from
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identity theft. Therefore, hotel management can develop strategies to persuade customers 
to use biometric systems, by emphasizing the benefits of increased data security. For 
example, a hotel may need to advertise newly facilitated biometric door-locks at the 
property. In this case, the ads or brochures should include the basic process o f biometrics 
to prove that this technique has a real advantage to protect customers’ identities. In 
addition, when a hotel selects advertising, media targeting a male demographic will be 
effective tools to attract potential customers, who are already worried about identity theft 
and believe biometrics are a superior means o f preventing these incidents.
This study suggests that personal privacy concerns, such as comfortable feelings 
or fears for physical harm, have a negative effect on the hotel customers’ acceptance 
level o f biometrics. Thus, hotel operators have to be ready to answer customer concerns 
and moderate customer fears about the technology. They also should be able to explain 
that there is no documented physical harm from biometrics and that users’ concerns are 
usually generated from the feeling o f discomfort to the new technology rather than actual 
harm. At the same time, hotels should be poised to deal with religious or cultural 
objections so that negative opinions from the publics can be avoided. Moreover, when 
facing such objections, hotel operators should promote biometrics as demonstrating 
hum ankind’s God-given individuality, since biometrics help prove that we are all unique. 
If  a hotel practices mandatory biometric systems, this will be met with personal privacy 
objections because users may feel forced into enrollment. Therefore, customers need to 
have prior experience with biometrics before a hotel deploys a mandatory system.
Finally, the results o f this study indicate that the convenience factor is significant 
for customers’ decision-making. Thus, customers will be more likely to use not only
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biometric door-lock systems for their convenience, but also biometric kiosk systems for 
faster check-in and check-out in a secure way. Furthermore, this study proved that m id­
range and economy hotel customers put more weight on the convenience factors than 
upscale hotel customers. Therefore, these types o f hotels will be more appropriate places 
to deploy biometric door-lock systems than high-end hotels.
Limitations and Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendations for future research will be suggested based on the limitations 
o f this study. Since this is the first empirical study about factors that impact hotel 
customer behaviors toward biometrics, replication o f this study would be essential. 
Repeating this study with a larger sample would assist in establishing the applicability o f 
the results. There are limitations o f the sample in this research. A Las Vegas hotel has 
diverse clientele, and its representativeness o f population may increase generlizability o f 
the research results. However, the results still have generalizability issues since Las 
Vegas is a unique tourist destination and the survey was limited to one hotel on the Las 
Vegas Strip. Besides, the data was collected at an upscale hotel property; therefore, the 
results would not be generalizable to other levels o f  hotels.
Considering that the research was conducted in a Las Vegas upscale hotel, future 
research should be completed in different geographic areas or in different segmentations 
o f hotels. This research also can be applied in different hospitality sectors such as 
restaurants, casinos, or bars. The research was focused on a fingerprint biometric door 
lock; therefore, the level o f customer acceptance with different biometric techniques, 
such as an iris door-lock, can be measured based on this research model. Other
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applications rather than a door-lock can be studied to see the level o f  customer 
acceptance and the reasons for their acceptance. Possible biometric applications in the 
hospitality industry include payment systems, gaming devices, and kiosks.
Limitations o f this study also exist in the analysis part. Regression analysis does 
not prove absolute cause and effect. It is a statistical method to test the probability o f the 
theoretical hypothesis developed in this study. The R square value was about 53%, 
indicating that there are abundant influential factors to hotel customer behaviors. Hence, 
other factors should be examined in further research. In addition, this study did not cover 
every item for measuring the dependent or independent variables. The indicators, used in 
the questionnaire, are only some items. Thus, one useful extension o f  this research would 
be to investigate the actual factors or items that customers expect from biometric 
applications. Qualitative research methods, such as focus group interviews, will be good 
future approaches to obtain more delicate opinions from customers. From this further 
study, a researcher can find other critical factors and develop questionnaires with more 
items.
Finally, there are weaknesses o f surveys, including biases such as nonresponse 
error, response bias, or extremity bias. Furthermore, this survey is conducted through an 
interactive TV survey system in the hotel rooms. The respondents who are not familiar 
with the TV system will be unlikely to respond the survey. This survey method might 
have contributed to unexpected results such as the high acceptance level o f biometrics by 
the respondents over 52. These respondents may be very open than their peers to new 
technologies, since they voluntarily participated in the TV-based survey. Thus, if  the 
issues o f this study are examined with paper-based surveys or in different levels o f hotels.
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the results could change due to the diverse profiles o f the participants. In addition, the 
respondents in this study have a higher educational level than general Las Vegas visitors. 
In brief, the sample o f  this study consisted o f more educated and wealthier people, who 
are more confident than general population in using technology.
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APPENDIX I
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF BIOMETRICS
Biometrics Strengths
Fingerprint Mature/ proven, accuracy, flexible, ease of use, multiple finger enrollment
Hand scan Operate in tough environment, reliable technology, non-intrusive, stable
Iris-scan High-level of accuracy, used for both identification and verification, stable
Facial-scan Uses existing equipment, searches static images, assistance is not necessary
Voice-scan Leverages telephony technique, layered with speech recording and verbal 
passwords, no negative perceptions, may protect high value transactions.
Signature-scan Resistant to imposters, leverages existing process, non-invasive
Keystroke-scan Leverage existing hardware and authentication process
Biometrics Weaknesses
Fingerprint Some failure to enroll (FTE), associated with forensics
Hand scan Limited accuracy, large devices, relatively high price($1500/ unit)
fris-scan Requesting user training, high false rejection, user discomfort
Facial-scan Environment dependent, physiological changes occur, risk of privacy abuse
Voice-scan
Risk of spoofing, low quality capture, problem with ambient noise, large 
template
Signature-scan Must sign on system “tablet” and limited application
Keystroke-scan
The technology is young, adds security not convenience, flaws similar to 
password, and users cannot make correction during typing
(Riley & Kleist, 2005)
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APPENDIX II
COVER LETTER & QUESTIONNAIRE
This is a survey for a research project on biometric systems, conducted by a 
graduate student at University Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). A biometric system is an 
automated technique o f measuring a physical characteristic o f an individual and 
comparing that characteristic to a database for purpose o f recognizing that individual (e.g. 
fingerprint). Hotels have recently started using biometrics to enhance security and 
convenience for customers. The purpose o f  this survey is to measure customers’ reactions 
to a biometric fingerprint door-lock in order to deploy the system more effectively.
You are being asked to participate in the study because you are a hotel customer 
and at least 21 years o f age. You will be given some questions on the TV screen. It will 
take about 5 minutes to complete the questions. There may not be direct benefits to 
subjects as a participant in this study. However, when the hotel deploys biometrics based 
on the research results, participants will receive benefits o f the most appropriate 
biometric applications in the hotel.
This study includes only minimal risks. You may feel uncomfortable when 
answering some questions (e.g. demographic questions). Your participation is voluntary. 
You may refuse to participate in this study or in any part o f this study. The UNLV may 
not provide compensation or free medical care for an unanticipated injury sustained as a 
result o f participating in this research study. Your answers will be kept confidential. No 
reference will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All 
records will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for 3 years after completion o f the 
study. After the storage time, the information gathered will be destroyed.
If  you have any question or concerns about the study, you may contact student 
investigator (Jungsun Kim) or principal investigator (Dr. Pearl Brewer). For questions 
regarding the rights o f research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding the 
manner in which the study is being conducted, you may contact the UNLV Office for the 
Protection of Research Subjects.
Thank you for your time and consideration. Your participation is greatly appreciated.
Continue
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*  The fo llo w in g  questions perta in  to y o u r  opinions about a biom etric fingerprin t door-lock.
P lease indicate the degree to which yo u  agree or d isagree with the fo llow ing  statements.
1. A biometric fingerprint door-lock will give me faster service (e.g. faster access to my 
room).
Strongly disagreeo Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
2. A biometric fingerprint door-lock will provide me with more personal convenience 
than a keycard lock (because there is no key to carry or to lose).
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
3. A biometric fingerprint door-lock will keep the hotel property more secure.
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
4. A biometric fingerprint door-lock will keep m y room more secure than a keycard lock. 
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
5. A biometric door-lock system will protect me from identity thefts (because fingerprints 
are encrypted and stored in a safe way).
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
6. I have privacy concerns about using a biometric door-lock system.
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
7. Using a biometric door lock would make me personally uncomfortable.
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
8. I worry that biometrics will cause me physical harm.
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
9. I would use a biometric door-lock in a hotel.
Strongly disagreed Disagreed Neither agree nor disagreed Agreed Strongly agreed
*The follow ing questions are asked fo r  demographic purposes.
10. What is your gender? Male d Female □
11. What is your age? Under 29 □ 30-41 d 42-5Id  52-60 □ Over 60d
12. What type o f hotel do you usually stay in? Upscaled Mid-ranged Economyd
13. What is the purpose o f majority o f your trips? Business d Leisure d Other d
14. What is the highest level o f education you have completed?
Some high school d High school graduate d Some college d College graduate d
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